Early bronco heater hose routing

Welcome to the ClassicBroncos. To take advantage of all the forum features please take a
moment to register. Registration is fast, simple and absolutely free so please, join our
community today! If you have any problems with the registration process or your account login,
please contact contact the admin. If you've lost your password click here. User Name
Remember Me? Let's see your heater hose configuration. My heater hose configuration looks
like crap. I have the heater control valve just hanging there and the rubber hoses zip tied to the
fender liner to keep them away from the headers. The whole config looks like crap. I would like
to rework the setup and need some ideas. I know some of you have found nice and clean ways
to route these hoses. Years ago I had lengthened my heater control valve cable, and mounted
the valve on the passenger's side wheel well. Ran both heater hoses up that wheel well and
around the front of the passenger's side valve cover. I just finished making my own serpentine
belt brackets which included mounting for a York compressor, right in front of the passengers
side valve cover. I had to relocate the heater hoses. I liked the concept of the 5. It actually came
out better than I expected!!! Edit: Found a pic of my old setup. Attached Thumbnails. Due to the
either poor design or aftermarket heater cores that are available I had to buy the silicone heater
hoses that have pre moulded 90 deg. They are about 50 dollars and solved my issue, but I don't
like the gloss look of the hoses. Originally Posted by BR Originally Posted by xcntrk. Fueled by
Hate, caffeine, and sometimes whiskey. You guys have heaters? JY mustang heater hoses on
the intake might be a good Idea. Anthony, I will try to send you or post some pics tonight but I
am happy with my set up and only have one hose running to the front. I also frenched in the far
passenger hose into the wheel well. The other inner heater hose runs to the back of the intake
manifold and is a bit cleaner. My set up also includes the BC shut off valve at the back of the
manifold. Find all posts by americanhorses Find all threads started by americanhorses. I will
post some pictures as soon as I find where my kid threw my phone, but I fixed all my issues
with the help of Gates Unicoils. Hope these pics work. Its a hard area to photograph. The last
pic is from the wheel well side. All times are GMT The time now is AM. User Name. Remember
Me? Garage Garage. All Garages. Browse by Username. Browse Recently Added. Browse
Recently Modified. Browse Most Popular. Advanced Search. Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools.
No Bronco. Find all posts by xcntrk. Find all threads started by xcntrk. The Bronco BR Sr. Find
all posts by BR Find all threads started by BR Originally Posted by BR Due to the either poor
design or aftermarket heater cores that are available I had to buy the silicone heater hoses that
have pre moulded 90 deg. Quote: Originally Posted by BR Due to the either poor design or
aftermarket heater cores that are available I had to buy the silicone heater hoses that have pre
moulded 90 deg. Originally Posted by xcntrk Hey Steve. Got any pics of this setup? Glass Pony.
Here's mine. Find all posts by Glass Pony. Find all threads started by Glass Pony. Find all posts
by br0nc0xrapt0r. Find all threads started by br0nc0xrapt0r. Matchbox Bronco. Find all posts by
JohnJohn. Find all threads started by JohnJohn. Here's mine, looks alot like Glass Pony's. Find
all posts by Master Chief. Find all threads started by Master Chief. All kinda the same, I want to
see JJ's 'frenched in' hose. I've never met a horse I didn't like. Visit americanhorses's
homepage! Find all posts by americanhorses. Find all threads started by americanhorses. Re:
Let's see your heater hose configuration. Quote: Originally Posted by xcntrk Hey Steve.
Welcome to the ClassicBroncos. To take advantage of all the forum features please take a
moment to register. Registration is fast, simple and absolutely free so please, join our
community today! If you have any problems with the registration process or your account login,
please contact contact the admin. If you've lost your password click here. Hey all, Am in the
middle of 5. Connect the engine-side hoses to 1 side of the valve; the others to the other side.
Doesn't really matter which is which. Find all posts by Steve83 Find all threads started by Steve
I ran the lower heater hose from the firewall to the water pump and the top heater core hose to
the back of the EFI manifold near the firewall with the heater control valve spliced in between. It
worked out well and I only have one hose going to the front of the motor. I bent a coat hanger
and took it to the parts store to get a hose with two 90 degree bends that fit great behind the
motor. I just cut it in half to install the control valve. I used the explorer tubes. My build thread
ZF swap. All times are GMT The time now is AM. EFI Heater hose routing. User Name.
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posts by JohnJohn. Find all threads started by JohnJohn. Find all posts by 6daze. Find all
threads started by 6daze. Welcome to the ClassicBroncos. To take advantage of all the forum
features please take a moment to register. Registration is fast, simple and absolutely free so
please, join our community today! If you have any problems with the registration process or
your account login, please contact contact the admin. If you've lost your password click here.

Heater hose routing on I am trying to route the heater hoses correctly on my '68 with a 6-cyl. I
believe the PO had them hooked up wrong. On my V8 Broncos, the hose closest to the
passenger side fender goes to the water pump and the other hose goes to the top of the
manifold - this is also the hose with the heater valve on it. Currently the has the passenger side
hose going to the engine fitting and the other hose with the valve going to the water pump. I
think I need to switch these, but just wanted to verify that the routing is the same as the V8.
Seriously, no one with a and working heater can answer this for me. You are right, they need to
be changed. The heater hose with the valve goes into the side of the head. The outside hose
goes into the water pump. The hose that comes out of the head runs through the carb base
plate, heater valve and connects to the driver side of the heater core. The hose from the water
pump goes to the pasenger side of the heater core. Find all posts by Steve83 Find all threads
started by Steve I believe you all are right, but can someone tell me why it makes a difference?
That means I'll have to change mine. When the control valve is closed, you don't want pressure
from the pump building up inside the heater core, rupturing it. But it doesn't matter which way
the coolant flows thru the core. Ok, my lesson for today. That means the one in Mark"s picture
is right? Won't have to change mine after all. Got everything hooked up correctly and made the
three hour trip home for Christmas today with a nice warm heater. Thanks to all for the help. I do
know that it doesn't matter which way the water runs through the heater core because it is
bascuall just a loop to cool down the water!! Where does that hose go from that "Y" or "T"
fitting in the above photo? I have no hoses hooked to anything on the heater system on my CID
6cly. Now that it is cold I think I'd like heat The Valve mentioned hooks to the knob on dash
correct. Thank you. Reason: I hate red 'x's. Oh, that hose you circled in red goes to the
doohickinator and then to the radiator All times are GMT The time now is AM. User Name.
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all threads started by thegreatjustino. Chethair Sr. Hoses You are right, they need to be
changed. Find all posts by Chethair. Find all threads started by Chethair. Visit Steve83's
homepage! Find all posts by Steve Find all threads started by Steve Does this help Justin?
Attached Images. Find all posts by Mark. Find all threads started by Mark. Project 6. Find all
posts by Explorer. Find all threads started by Explorer. Michael Homan Sr. Dayton,Ohio Joined:
Feb 08 Posts: Michael Homan Broncos Rule!!! Find all posts by Michael Homan. Find all threads
started by Michael Homan. Find all posts by locopny. Find all threads started by locopny.
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community today! If you have any problems with the registration process or your account login,
please contact contact the admin. If you've lost your password click here. User Name
Remember Me? Anyone run the heater hose routing different than stock along the passenger
valve cover. I was thinking of rerouting to the inner passenger fenderwell and curious of how
others have set it up. Maybe longer cable to the valve mounted on the fender. Any ideas or pics
would be great, I'm sure it's been done by others. Originally Posted by Uncut I think you are
stuck with the factory length heater control valve cable, but I would say re-route the hoses. I
found a preformed hose that was close to the factory on on my 77, the one that goes to the
heater core and then to the valve. Both my heater hoses are straped to the support bracket for
the stock air cleaner that mounts to the exhaust manifold. Wish I could shoot you a picture but I
have two fenders and a bunch of parts on the hood now End result yet to be determined Poppy
Red U15 Lubr Son drives this one. Originally Posted by Bronco. I think you are stuck with the
factory length heater control valve cable All times are GMT The time now is AM. Heater hose
routing User Name. Remember Me? Garage Garage. All Garages. Browse by Username. Browse
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Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find all posts by Uncut Find all threads started by Uncut The
Bronco Quote: Originally Posted by Uncut75 rerouting to the inner passenger fenderwell and
curious of how others have set it up. Find all posts by Bronco. Find all threads started by
Bronco. Quote: Originally Posted by Bronco I think you are stuck with the factory length heater
control valve cable Welcome to the ClassicBroncos. To take advantage of all the forum features
please take a moment to register. Registration is fast, simple and absolutely free so please, join
our community today! If you have any problems with the registration process or your account
login, please contact contact the admin. If you've lost your password click here. I purchased the
pre bent heater hose kit from northeast classic ford parts. The side with the heater Control valve
was the perfect length and easy to figure out, but the long hose that goes from the heater core
to the water pump I'm confused about. The hose has a bend in it to get around the passenger

wheel well, but if I take the shortest route under the air cleaner there is a lot of extra hose. This
makes me think that it might have taken a different route when it came from the factory. If I route
the hose along the inner fender, the length is just about perfect, but it seems strange to me that
that's the factory route. Does anyone have a diagram or can confirm for me the correct routing
of the heater hose from the factory? Out of heater core, around the edge of the wheel tub, along
the side of the wheel tub under the air cleaner snorkel to the front of the wheel tub and then
over to the engine. There should be holes in the wheel tub where mounting clamps held it in
place. I just installed the same hoses and ran both along the same path down the intake and
then snake around to the heater core. I wanted to clean up my engine bay though. I did had to
cut the longer hose to fit. Here is what my setup looks like. I'm still installing my wiring harness,
so it looks a little messy. Attached Thumbnails. I saved a bunch of images of heater hose
routing on my computer. These might help you out. All times are GMT The time now is AM.
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